
when Petitioner was going ttrough Paul Beaupre's sworn statement, petitioner has
leamed that at the time of trial, Rory knew that the ice conditions in front of petitioner,s
house were the same on the 17'h of ApriI2007 as they were on the l3rh of April 2007.
It is also apparent, from reading Paul's swom statement, the prosecution knew this as
well.

The prosecution sent their investigators to Fargo, ND to talk with paul Beaupre about the
ice conditions' when Paul was shown an aerial photo from the 17fr of Apr il2001.,he told
investigators that the aeriar photos from the l Tth of
April 2007 ' that show the ice receding from the shore in such a way that it would be
impossible to get on from Petitioner's house, was the same as the l3s of April 2007. paul
could verify this because he had personally seen the lake for hirnself on the l3rh of April,
2007 ' According to Paul's sworn statement, he got the feeling the investigators wanted
him to change his story see EIGIIBIT e.
Had this information come out at trial, the prosecution's made up theory, as stated earlier
would have been negated.

The argument that because two people got on the ice at least vzmile from petitioner,s
house would have been irrelevant.

The fact that they got on the lake at the other end meant nothing. The state could never
counter the testimony of someone who personaly saw the lake for themselves at the other
end.

Had this information come forward, one could have shown the jury aerial photos of the
lake on April l3th 2007, showing the ice conditions in front of Ken swedberg,s house.
Those photos show the ice receding from the shore making it impossible for him to get on
the lake' The state also took aerial photos on the 176 of April 2007 that show the ice
conditions to be the same as on the 13ft of April 200i . Ken Swedberg,s house is on the
same side of the lake in comparison to petitioners.

This witness alone would have changed the outcome of the trial. Because Rory did not
call this witness or cross-examine the state investigator about this, petitioner,s counsel
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